


















The Effect of Phonetic Factors in Interpretation of Japanese Degree Adverbs Tyotto
Yan LYU
????????
?When tyotto is used as a degree word, it can be interpreted literally or not. In the sentence Ano mise, tyottooishi 
rasii, zehi iku to ii yo, tyotto can be interpreted as a high degree contextually. Despite contextual factors, phonetic 
factors can also affect the interpretation of such tyotto. Concentrating on the pattern of tyotto + adjective, the 
paper aims to investigate the correlation between the interpretation of tyotto and phonetic factors in specific con-
texts based on a listening experiment via PRAAT. Based on the experiment results, two conclusions were drawn.
?The meaning of tyotto is influenced by both context and phonetic factors. First, tyotto tends to be interpreted as 
a high degree or negative meaning when used in a context of recommendation, dissatisfactory expression, or as a 
single-word sentence. Second, in specific contexts, the semantic interpretation of tyotto can be influenced by its 
phonetic adjustment. In the same context, tyotto tends not to be explained as a literal meaning, which is pro-
nounced in a low pitch or with irregularity. It was revealed that contextual factors are primary factors and phonetic 
factors are secondary factors.
?For degree expressions representing relative degrees, their semantic interpretation depends on the mutual under-
standing of the speaker and listener. Besides contextual factors, phonetic adjustment is important to achieve more 
ostensive communication. Although it seems that tyotto is used as a moderate expression of politeness, from the 
viewpoint of relevance theory, it is possible to calculate the degree of implication from both contextual and pho-
netic factors.
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